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  P250 Full size
 trigger:  DAO

 sights:  SIGLITE night sights

 slide finish:  Nitron®

 frame finish: Polymer 

 calibers:  9mm, .357SIG, .40S&W or .45ACP

 features:  Integral accessory rail  

The P250 is offered in full, compact and subcompact models.  •  All are offered with SIGLITE night sights.   

•  The stainless steel fire control assembly, the heart of the P250, fits easily into any polymer grip modules.

  P250 suBCoMPaCt
 trigger:  DAO

 sights:  SIGLITE night sights

 slide finish:  Nitron

 frame finish: Polymer 

 calibers:  9mm, .357SIG, .40S&W or .45ACP

 features: Slim snag-free profile    

  P250 suBCoMPaCt
 trigger:  DAO

 sights:  SIGLITE® night sights

 slide finish:  Natural stainless

 frame finish: Polymer 

 calibers: 9mm, .357SIG, .40S&W or .45ACP

 features: Slim snag-free profile   
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P250
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EVERYTHING CHANGEs  – EXCEPT THE QUALITY
“ One out of many” is America’s motto, but an apt motto for the P250 would be “many out of one.”  That’s  

because the P250 can be converted into dozens of configurations to suit the needs and fit the hands  

of virtually any shooter. With a modular fire control assembly that can be dropped into an assortment  

of grip module/slide combinations in four different calibers, the P250 can become the one pistol  

you need it to be.     

  P250 CoMPaCt
 trigger:  DAO

 sights:  SIGLITE night sights

 slide finish:  Nitron

 frame finish: Polymer 

 calibers:  9mm, .357SIG, .40S&W or .45ACP

 features:  Integral accessory rail  

  P250 CoMPaCt 
 trigger:  DAO

 sights:  SIGLITE night sights

 slide finish:  Natural stainless

 frame finish: Polymer 

 calibers:  9mm, .357SIG, .40S&W or .45ACP

 features:  Integral accessory rail  

P250 Caliber X-Change™ Kit

The kit contains everything you need to 

exploit the P250 modularity and to reconfigure 

the pistol to any one of three sizes, in full size, 

compact, or subcompact models. It includes a 

slide, barrel, recoil spring, medium grip module 

and magazine and is available in 9mm, .357SIG, 

.40S&W and .45ACP. 

takedown in seconds

1.  Make sure the pistol is unloaded.

2.  Remove the slide assembly.

3.  Remove the takedown lever.

4.  Pull back on the hammer, remove the fire control assembly.

5.  Ready to reassemble.

®

             

  S h A R E d  f E At U R E S

•   Reversible magazine catch

•   Ambidextrous slide catch lever

•   Double-Action-Only with consistent  
6.5 lb. trigger pull

•   Modular system allows easy conversion between 
full size, compact and subcompact models 

•   Three different grip sizes to fit any handsize on the  
full size and compact models, and two different  
grip sizes for the subcompact.

•   Available in 9mm, .357SIG, .40S&W and .45ACP

 O p t I O n A l  A C C E S S O R I E S

•  Short trigger

•  STL-900L rail mounted Light/Laser

•  Paddle holster

•  Double magazine pouch

Visit sigsauer.com for complete P250 line

 Model Specif ications : see pages 66-IBC
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FITTED TO THE TAsK— 
AND THE sHOOTER

The two overriding questions that must be 

asked when purchasing a pistol are: How will 

it be used, and who is going to use it? The 

P250 makes those questions much less critical 

by being adaptable to a variety of tasks and a 

variety of shooters. It has the ability to be 

configured in everything from a full sized 

range pistol to a deep concealment weapon, 

in any one of four calibers. And, the selection 

of grip modules, coupled with a standard or 

short trigger, means it can be fitted to a wide  

range of hand sizes.

P250 short trigger (optional)

Designed for shooters with smaller 

hands. Trigger length is shortened 

to enhance trigger manipulation 

for better shooting performance.

THE DEFINITION OF mODULARITY
Too often, versatility is achieved at the expense of excellence, but not with the P250. The  

serialized fire control module–the part that makes it a “gun”– can easily be switched  

between grips of different sizes and different calibers. Instead of one pistol, the P250 owner  

has a gun that can assume many configurations.

Modular Frame and  
Fire Control assembly

The fire control assembly is the  

heart of the pistol and is serial-

numbered. The number is visible 

through a window in the grip 

module, regardless of what  

grip module you choose to use.

P250
®

Standard Trigger

Short Trigger

Fire control assembly is shown at actual size, seated in the polymer grip module.

Fire Control assembly

The stainless steel fire control assembly 

contains the parts that actuate the 

pistol and are contained as a single, 

modular unit that can be moved from 

one grip module to another.

NEw!  
sIG sAUER P250 2sUm™

You can now get complete out-of-the-box versatility with the SIG SAUER 

P250 2SUM. This offer provides you with a full size P250, ideal for duty, 

home defense or sport, and all of the components to rapidly convert it 

to the P250 Subcompact, a perfect concealed carry gun. 




